Wokefield Estate, Reading, Goodboys Lane, RG7 3AE
25th-27th November 2022

INFORMATION BOOKLET
The Event Where Your Fitness Touches Your Soul

☺

HOW TO GET TO WOKEFIELD ESTATE?

CHECKOUT AT 12PM ON SUNDAY

FITNESS & SOCIAL TIMETABLE

SHOPPING & SERVICES
•

All stalls and services are located
in the Wokefield Place walkway
called ‘The Avenue’.

•

Money: The hotel is cashless,
however the stall holders may
take cash.

•

Beauty Treatments take place in
Sky Meeting Room 1 – with the
PamperMe Beauty Therapists.

•

Sports Massages by OnDemand
Physios can be found in
Wokefield Place in Sky
Discussion Rooms 1-4.

MEALS FOR CLIENTS STAYING ON SITE
• Wokefield Place Breakfast: 07:00-09:00 in
the View and The Pantry for clients staying in
Wokefield Place.
• Mansion/Wellington Breakfast: 07:0010:30 in the i8 restaurant for clients staying
in the Mansion and Wellington Lodge.

• Lunch: 12:00-14:00 on Saturday in the View
and The Pantry in Wokefield Place and
13:00-14:30 in the Mansion i8 restaurant.
Lunch on Sunday for all is in Wokefield
Place.
• Wokefield Place Dinner: 18:30-21:00 in the
View and The Pantry for clients staying in
Wokefield Place Friday and Saturday.
• Mansion/Wellington Dinner: 18:00-21:00 in
the i8 restaurant for clients staying in the
Mansion and Wellington Lodge.

The New Home of the Ultimate Christmas Ball – ULTIMATEVENTS.CO.UK

The Festival to be at in May 2023

CAMBERSOUNDS.CO.UK

CLASS RULES

• All classes are on a first come basis – There will be no reserving of equipment i.e. steps,hand
weights, Rebounders, etc.
• Please do not get upset if we turn you away from a busy class, it’s for your safety!
• Make sure you plan an alternative class in every hour you wish to train.
• All classes will be cleared of participants before entry is permitted for the next class.

Note: Friday classes are dependant on room availabilty, so please do not be disappointed if we have to suspend a
class.

SUNNY’S AQUA CLASSES
• Sunny’s aqua float classes must
be pre-booked as spaces are
limited.
Sunny will be taking bookings at
the 3ness Reception in
Wokefield Place on Friday
evening after the welcome
presentation.
• Classes are 30 minutes.
• Please note this only applies to
Sunny’s aqua classes, all other
aqua classes do not require
booking.

FitFever
Fitness
Holiday Island
– May–2018
You–Booked
Yet??
We
are back
at Hinckley
July –2023
Book Now
at
3ness.com

SOME STUFF YOU GET FOR FREE
• Wifi – No Password Required
• Tea & Coffee stations
• Pool Table
• Energy Stations – Fill up your water bottles
• Swimming Pool & Sauna
• Mini Gym

Fitness & Soul Weekend Presenters and DJs
.

3NESS FITNESS & SOUL WEEKEND WOKEFIELD ESTATE, READING
25th-27th Nov 2022
WOKEFIELD PLACE
Date/Time

Mansion - Terrace Suite

Elm Suite

Oak Suite

Canary

Forest 3

Sky 5/6

Aqua/Outdoors

Friday
17.00 - 17.45

TOTALLY SHREDDED
Dean Heitman

KETTLEBELLS
Robert Sharpe

BOOTY PUMP
Sim Sema

FOAM ROLLER
WORKOUT
Winston Squire

VINYASA FREEDOM
FLOW YOGA
Lisa Cuerden

CARDIO BOXING
Chris Roberts

NO CLASS

Friday
18.00 - 18.45

Fit2Fite
'Fighting Moves to
Funky Grooves'
Greg Francis

BODY SCULPT
Natalie Remee

PUMP SENSATION
Julian Baker

PULSEROLL
VIBRATE & RELEASE
Carroll Locke

REBOUND
Vikki Gamblen

VYPA
Carly & Sara

NO CLASS

21.30 - WOKEFIELD SUITE - MEET THE TEAM & PRESENTERS FOLLOWED BY THE SOUL NETWORK DENIM WELCOME PARTY IN THE MANSION
Date/Time

Wokefield Suite

Elm Suite

Oak Suite

Canary

Forest 3

Sky 5/6

Aqua/Outdoors

Saturday
09.00 - 09.45

MEGGA BALLS
Winston Squire

STRENGTH & STAMINA
Jess McKee

STEEL MACE UK
Robert Sharpe

JAGUA
Carly & Sara

FIT2FITE FLEXIBILITY
Dianne Reilly

HIP-HOP STEP
Patrick Sinclair

NO CLASS

Saturday
10.00 - 10.45

Fit2Fite
'Fighting Moves to
Funky Grooves'
Greg Francis

KETTLE BANDS
Sim Sema

PUMP SENSATION
Julian Baker

SOUL2SOLE HEELS
Charmaine Grant

PILATES FLOW
Carroll Locke

F.I.T. JAM
Faye Edwards

AQUA COMBAT
Kelly Clayden

Saturday
11.00 - 11.45

KONGA
Carly & Sara

Powerwave
Patrick Sinclair

REMEE PUMP
Natalie Remee

YOGA
Dianne Reilly

REBOUND
Vikki Gamblen

STEP WITH ATTITUDE
Pauline Thomas

RUN WITH
WINSTON
(Meet at Wokefield Reception)

Winston Squire
Saturday
12.00 - 12.45

HIIT HOUSE
Dean Heitman & HIIT
House Team

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

ZUMBA
Chris Roberts

NO CLASS

Saturday
13.00 - 13.45

ULTIMATE BAG
WORKOUT
Dean Heitman

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

12.00 - 14.00 - LUNCH FOR ALL FULL WEEKEND PASS HOLDERS IN THE VIEW AND PANTRY - WOKEFIELD PLACE and 13:00 - 14:30 in i8 - MANSION
12.00 - 18.00 SOUL NETWORK LOUNGE PARTY AND SALSA SESSION IN THE MANSION 1560 BAR
All classes are first come, first served - Timetable subject to change without prior notice.

3NESS FITNESS & SOUL WEEKEND WOKEFIELD ESTATE, READING
25th-27th Nov 2022
WOKEFIELD PLACE
Date/Time

Wokefield Suite

Elm Suite

Oak Suite

Canary

Forest 3

Sky 5/6

Aqua/Outdoors

Saturday
14.00 - 14.45

X-FIGHT IMPACT
Patrick Sinclair

BURN
Carly & Sara

NO CLASS

POUND
Jess McKee

ABSolution
Kelly Clayden

RAGGA-TON
Robert Sharpe

AQUA KARAOKE
Julian Baker

Saturday
15.00 - 15.45

TOTALLY SHREDDED
Dean Heitman

F.I.T STRENGTH
Faye Edwards

BOOTY PUMP
Sim Sema

SOUL2SOLE HEELS
Charmaine Grant

VINYASA POWER FLOW
YOGA
Lisa Cuerden

STEP WITH MORE
ATTITUDE
Pauline Thomas

NO CLASS

Saturday
16.00 - 16.45

AFROBEATS
Chris Roberts

POWERWAVE
Patrick Sinclair

STEEL MACE UK
Robert Sharpe

DEEP HOUSE CARDIO
CONDITIONING
Vikki Gamblen

POUND UNPLUGGED
Jess McKee

SOCA JUNKIE
Natalie Remee

AQUA COMBAT
Kelly Clayden

Saturday
17.00 - 17.45

MEGGA BALLS
Winston Squire

BOOTY BANDS
Sim Sema

SOUL2SOLE HEELS
Charmaine Grant

PULSEROLL
FEEL THE PULSE
Carroll Locke

RELAXATION YOGA &
MEDITATION
Lisa Cuerden

STREET DANCE DIVA
Pauline Thomas

NO CLASS

SATURDAY NIGHT SOUL NETWORK DRESS TO IMPRESS PARTY 21.00 - 04.00 MANSION LINCOLN ROOM AND 1560 BAR
Sunday
09.00 - 09.45

SUNDAY MORNING
STRETCH
Chris Roberts

POWERWAVE
Patrick Sinclair

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

Yin and Tonic Yoga
Jess McKee

F.I.T COMBAT
Faye Edwards

NO CLASS

Sunday
10.00 - 10.45

Fit2Fite
'Fighting Moves to
Gospel Grooves'
Greg Francis

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

NO CLASS

FIT2FITE FLEXIBILITY
Dianne Reilly

GARAGE JAM
Pauline Thomas

NO CLASS

Sunday
11.00 - 11.30

TOTALLY SHREDDED
and The Finale Stretch Dean will bring your heart rate up with pulsating DnB MCing Totally Shredded style and Pauline Thomas will cool you down with some gentle RnB
stretching with all 3ness Presenters - Make sure you head to the Wokefield Suite!!
Dean Heitman & Pauline
Thomas

All classes are first come, first served - Timetable subject to change without prior notice.

3ness Fitness Class Descriptions
Fitness & Soul Weekend - 25th-27th November 2022
CLASS
ABSolution

DESCRIPTION
A 45 minute functional class aimed on conditioning and strengthening your ab & core muscles. The class
consist of specific moves, sequences and routines put together to give you a great abdominal workout.

PRESENTER
Kelly Clayden

We will be vibing it out to the sounds of funky house and garage. So if you like a party feel this is the total
Aerobic Funky

body aerobic workout for you. The class is designed to test your cardio capacity. Moves are effective, simple

Natalie Remee

and layered. You will be given high and low impact options throughout, so the class is suitable for all levels.
A vibrant dance class to a blend of African funk and pop music that makes your heart beat. Whine your waist
Afrobeats

and work your core burning calories like never before. Afrobeats will have you feeling hyped, energised and

Chris Roberts

wanting more.
Aqua like a fighter! This exciting aqua cardio combat workout will have you punching, kicking and your heart
Aqua Combat

pumping. Build tone and endurance in your muscles, burn calories and improve coordination through water

Kelly Clayden

resistance training and mixed martial arts inspired movements.
Not just any aqua class! Julian will be ensuring you work every muscle with the help of water resistence and to
Aqua Karaoke

add that touch of fun, you will be encouraged to belt out some of the best popular anthems to exercise your

Julian Baker

lungs.
This is a total body strength and conditioning workout designed to tone your muscles. Be prepared to shed a
Body Sculpt

maximum amount of sweat, using a combination of weights, body weight, high and low impact cardio moves. You

Natalie Remee

will be challenged. This class suitable for all levels.
SimSemaFitness Booty rubber loop bands are designed to be placed around the thighs. They are used as part
Booty Bands

of a physical exercise program with the intention to add an additional resistance challenge to natural
movements such as squats, lunges, slides, and kicks. which will improve the performance of lower body parts

Sim Sema

exercises. Therefore, it is basically focused on the gluteal muscles.
Booty Pump

SimSemaFitness Booty Pump is her version of a very popular bar and weight exercise. Learn new routines that
will work all the muscles groups. The music will move you, but the weights will improve you.

Sim Sema

SimSemaFitness Booty Sculpt will challenge your natural movements such as squats, lunges, slides, and kicks.
Booty Sculpt

which will improve the performance of lower body part exercises. Rather than no pain no gain... embrace the

Sim Sema

pain and strut the gain!!!
BURN! is a transformative dumbbell & resistance band workout that will totally redefine your physique, ignite
Burn

your muscles & flood your body with endorphins. BURN's unique method combines 1.5kg–2kg dumbbells and
resistance "booty bands" with high repetition movements & a carefully curated playlist to inspire the mind,

Carly Linnecor & Sara Petit

body & soul. The result is a stronger, leaner & more agile body with a side of good vibes.
A non contact hard HIITing stress busting workout. Combining traditional training movements of a boxer
Cardio Boxing

performed in sequences to create an aerobic effect. This class will challenge all fitness levels, build stamina,

Chris Roberts

improve coordination and burn calories.
Deep House Cardio
Conditioning

Total body fusion of cardio and conditioning to push you to the max! All levels are welcome to this ultimate
sculpting class!

Vikki Gamblen

An easy to follow fun high energy cardio workout where you will learn a sequence of combat inspired moves
F.I.T. COMBAT

built up into a combination. Working to the beat of the music to keep you motivated and moves that will

Faye Edwards

unleash your inner beast mode.
A fun confidence boosting dance fitness concept where you will learn easy to follow routines that are very
F.I.T. JAM

clearly broken down stage by stage. It’s all about the fun factor, letting go and embracing freedom to move
and feel good about yourself. This dance session is for all levels and abilities especially welcoming begginers.

Faye Edwards

The class offers an array of music genres such as Dancehall, Soca, Afrobeats, Garage, House and more!
A strength and conditioning workout designed to improve technique, range of movement, muscular strength
F.I.T. STRENGTH

and endurance. This is all about quality over quantity working time under tension with moderate to heavy
weight and low reps. The format consists of supersets and trisets and designed to build your confidence in

Faye Edwards

strength training and safe technique.
Fit2Fite 'Fighting
Moves to
Funky Grooves'

FIT2FITE Fighting Moves To Funky Grooves. Kicks, punches, blocks and sweeps forged together in a non

Fit2Fite 'Fighting
Moves to
Gospel Grooves'

FIT2FITE Fighting Moves To Gospel Grooves. Kicks, punches, blocks and sweeps forged together in a non

Fit2Fite
'Flexibility'
Flostretch

Foam Roller
Workout

Garage Jam

contact form to enhance strength, stamina and suppleness and deliver tone, timing and an uplifting workout.
contact form to enhance strength, stamina and suppleness and deliver tone, timing and an uplifting workout.

Greg Francis

Greg Francis

Throw in some sweet Gospel House and your Sunday is complete.
This ancient practice is more than 5,000 years old but its benefits are timeless. Decreased stress, increased
energy and greater flexibility can all be gained from a regular yoga stretch. You won't need 5,000 years just

Dianne Reilly

40 minutes for Dianne to stretch you off Fit2Fite Yoga style.
Feel the peace as u float into bliss and stretch that body out and relax and float.
A foam roller stretch and massage class designed to stretch out and relax over exercised muscles. Especially

Sunny Singh

beneficial for tension release in the inner and outer thigh, lower back and calf muscles. You will use your own
bodyweight on the cylindrical foam roller to self-massage and release the problem areas. This will increase

Winston Squire

blood flow and circulation and improve flexibility and range of movement thus reducing the likelihood of
injury.
A blend of hi/lo aerobic choreography blended with pumping Garage music - Come Jam with Pauline.

Pauline Thomas

3ness Fitness Class Descriptions
Fitness & Soul Weekend - 25th-27th November 2022
CLASS

DESCRIPTION

PRESENTER

Love house music, love HIIT and just want to get fit? HIIT House is the answer. Using tech house, funky
H.I.I.T House

house & classic house tunes this class will move you through rounds of training pushing your aerobic &
anaerobic thresholds. One of the funkiest classes you will ever attend - don't forget its house every

Dean Heitman & HIIT
House Team

weekend!!!!!
Move out of your head and into your body with our full body workout - JAGUA®. The program takes
Jagua

inspiration from ballet, pilates and yoga to improve your flexibility, muscle strength, tone & endurance. This
empowering body-defining workout is set to music from all decades to flood your soul with feel-good vibes.

Carly Linnecor & Sara Petit

Feel strong, feel fierce & feel better with JAGUA®.
SimSemaFitness Booty rubber loop bands are designed to be placed around the thighs. They are used as part
of a physical exercise program with the intention to add an additional resistance challenge to natural
Kettle Bands

movements such as squats, lunges, slides, and kicks. which will improve the performance of lower body parts

Sim Sema

exercises. Therefore, it is basically focused on the gluteal muscles. This sessions adds the complexity of
Kettlebells to enhance the strength side of the workout.
Kettlebell training is one of the most effective and exciting ways to train. It will burn fat; make you fit,
Kettlebells

flexible and super-strong. Combine it with great music and Robert's infectious personality you will get an

Robert Sharpe

unbelievable workout that will tone your entire body!'
KONGA® is an easy-to-follow, mood-elevating, high intensity fusion of Boxing, Cardio, Dance and Sculpting
KONGA

set to the hottest beats. KONGA® is the all-in-one workout that will torch calories, tone up your bod, make

Carly Linnecor & Sara Petit

your soul smile & inject your body with an endorphin overload.
The Megga ball work out is a high octane functional driven core training class, which incorporates an aerobic
Megga Balls
Pilates Flow
POUND
Pound Unplugged

Powerwave

routine with muscular strength and coordination for the upper and lower body to popular Reggae music. So
bring your smiles along and bounce along with Winston!
A Pilates class where one exercise will flow into another. Pilates Flow uses exercises to improve posture,
strength, coordination and balance. You will feel longer, stronger and revitalised.
Created by two female drummers, the POUND workout fuses cardio interval training with drumming to
provide a challenging, heart-pumping workout.
POUND Unplugged is a 30-minute class that balances focused, high-intensity movements with restorative
stretches, rhythmic breathing and meditation
PowerWave - The revolutionary Workout! This is a total body high intensity interval training program to
increase metabolism, strength, and endurance as you train your body to burn fat during and after each
session. HIIT/Cross training type workout for the entire body using a weight bag to assist with exercises

Winston Squire
Carroll Locke
Jess McKee
Jess McKee

Patrick Sinclair

that work on posture, core strength and endurance.
This time Carroll is bringing an exclusive combination Pulseroll and Mini gun class! Most are familiar with the
Pulseroll

amazing releasing effects of the vibrating roller. Now we take it to another level with the small but powerful
Mini gun. Come and experience the release of tight muscles, improved flexibility and ease of movement from

Carroll Locke

this session.
Pump sensation uses a Push-pull style of training that structures the workout based on your muscle's patterns.
In the 'push' workout you traing all the upper body pushing muscles, i.e, chest, shoulders and triceps. In the
Pump Sensation

'pull' workout you train all the upper body pulling muscles, i.e the back and biceps. And in the 'legs' workout

Julian Baker

you train the entire lower body, i.e. the quads, hamstrings, calves and abdominals. Once we have trained the
whole body we then finish with a finisher that will leave you feeling great and leaving on a high.
Ragga-Ton
Rebound

Dance styles and amazing tunes from Puerto Rica and Jamaica combined. Rob will be bringing you a fun, easy
to follow, spicy dance routine which will leave you wanting to wind the night away
Rebounding is a bouncy, sweaty, fun and motivating workout that burns 100's of calories, stimulates lymphatic
drainage, improves the immune system, posture and reduces body fat. The rebounder provides a low impact

Robert Sharpe
Vikki Gamblen

surface, so this class is suitable for all to enjoy!!!
Relaxation Yoga &
Meditation

Lisa will take you through a relaxing yoga class to increase your flexibility and speed up recovery as well as
encouraging you to meditate to relax your mind, decrease stress and focus purely on yourself.

Lisa Cuerden

Grab your pump set and join Natalie for a weighty extravanganza. This is a total body strength and
Remee Pump
Run With Winston
Sprint Interval
Training

conditioning workout designed to tone your muscles. Be prepared to shed a maximum amount of sweat. You will

Natalie Remee

be challenged. This class is suitable for all levels.
Interval training is an excellent way to burn more calories, build endurance quickly and make workouts more
interesting. Interval training involves alternating high intensity exercise with recovery periods. EXAMPLE :

Winston Squire

component of speed, agility and quickness (SAQ).
This is a fun energetic whine up. Plenty of gyrating and whining comes as standard, this class uses simple and

Soca Junkie

core moves to help blitz those legs, bums and tums! Soca Junkie is suitable for all everyone. So, be ready to

Natalie Remee

sweat while we fete. Oh, don't forget your whistles, rags and island flags!
Soul2Sole Heels has been changing the lives of women by creating a safe space for them to explore their
Soul2Sole Heels

inner sexy, build body confidence, self esteem and become a part of a unity of women offering nothing but

Charmaine Grant

love, support, comfort, guidance and encouragement. Grab your heels and come join the fun.
Steel Mace UK

Train like an ancient Hindu warrior with the Steel Mace as your weapon of choice. Swing, Squat and Spear to
strengthen the entire body, then gracefully flow to connect the mind to the body with beautiful movement.

Robert Sharpe

3ness Fitness Class Descriptions
Fitness & Soul Weekend - 25th-27th November 2022
CLASS
Step…With Attitude
Step…With More
Attitude
Street Dance Diva
Strength and
Stamina
Sunday Morning
Stretch
Totally Shredded

DESCRIPTION
Follow Pauline to the edge of blistering step choreography. This test will test all levels - you just need to add
the attitude!!
Follow Pauline to the edge of blistering step choreography. This test will test all levels - you just need to add
the attitude!! This is Part 2 - do not miss this episode.
So you think you can dance? Of course you can! Pauline will ease you thru a dance routine that will keep a smile
on your face all weekend. All levels are welcome.
a series of weighted and bodyweight exercises to test and build your physical and mental strength and
endurance’
Join Chris for a soulful Sunday stretch. Lengthen and let go, relax and release, easy does it……..

PRESENTER
Pauline Thomas
Pauline Thomas
Pauline Thomas
Jess McKee
Chris Roberts

The equipment free drum and bass class that incorporates cardio, combat, upper body, lower body and
plyometrics all in one. This workout will make you sweat from head to toe but give you the endorphin rush

Dean Heitman

thatleaves your body wanting more.
Ultimate Bag
Workout
Vinyasa Freedom
Flow
Vinyasa Power Flow

The ultimate punchbag workout with a drum & base vibe. Are you ready for a boxing fitness party?
A yoga class for all levels - connecting movement and breath, finding freedom in the body to help find
freedom and stillness in the mind.
Lisa will take you through a challenging yoga class linking postures together with the breath, the focus is on
movement and grace, you will increase your strength and flexibility and at the same time relax your mind.

Dean Heitman
Lisa Cuerden
Lisa Cuerden

VYPA® is an explosive, high energy, hardcore workout featuring boxing, cardio, plyometrics & sculpting all set
VYPA

to an epic hip hop & electronic playlist. Its fun, its wild and its hardcore. Expect to drip in sweat as you

Carly Linnecor & Sara Petit

burpee, lay down a tonne of jumping jacks & kick ass with some swift boxing combos.
X Fight - a combat-inspired HiiT workout, developed and designed by Patrick Sinclair and Daniel Ducket.
X-Fight

Patrick will take you through combination katas on the bag, that build up into fun routines. And let's not
forget the X Fight HiiT portion of the class, with timer-based focused exercises. You are guaranteed a full-

Patrick Sinclair

body workout that will challenge your fitness and improve your cardio and coordination.
Drum and bass music fans will love the underground club vibe associated with this martial arts based workout.
Donning boxing gloves, you and your friends will be working with a floor standing punch bag in this combat
X-Fight Impact

style workout - ideal for releasing stress after a busy day! Mixing both cardio and strength work, you'll
perform power punches such as hooks and uppercuts, as well as fast-paced jabs and crosses, front kicks and

Patrick Sinclair

knees, as well as evasive blocks and ducks for a full body workout that engages your muscles and improves
your cardio and stamina. Certainly a class to keep you fighting fit!
Xtreme Hip-Hop
Step
Yin and Tonic Yoga
Yoga

Hip Hop Step - low impact exercise which promotes Weight Loss, Muscle, and Bone Health. Our upbeat step
class is set to Hip Hop music, with fun and easy routines. Ideal for all levels of fitness and step experience.
Yin and Tonic Yoga takes you on a journey from a sweaty, powerful flow to seated, still & long holds. It
provides a balanced practice for mind & body
Let Dianne take you on a journey through this ancient art based harmonizing system of development for the
body, mind, and spirit. The continued practice of Yoga will lead you to a sense of peace and wellbeing, and also

Patrick Sinclair
Jess McKee
Dianne Reilly

a feeling of being at one with your environment.
Zumba is a Latin-inspired, dance-fitness class that incorporates Latin and international music and dance
Zumba

movements, creating a dynamic exciting, exhilarating, and effective fitness system...you just need to add
Chris!!

Chris Roberts

EXCLUSIVELY AT 3ness
Fitness Weekend
Reading
AVAILABLE TREATMENTS:
Sports Massage
Deep Tissue Massage
Physiotherapy
Medical Acupuncture

Fees:

Sports massage: £30 for every 30 minutes
Physiotherapy: £40 - 30 minutes
Medical Acupuncter: £40 - 30 minutes
Contact Shaz to book in:
Tel: 07809 537 339
Email: shaz@ondemandphysio.com

StepNPump Serena will be at 3 Ness with lots of sportswear
and leisure wear.
Starting from £10
There will also be Fitflops at 50% off, bags, NEW 2.2L water
bottles

Cash and Card payments can be taken.
See you soon.

Contact Serena on 0791 226 7591 or Email
enquiries@stepnpump.com
www.stepnpump.com

